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01 • Equipment Manager • Overview

O V E R V IEW

Effective deployment of fault management and monitoring equipment
on the low voltage network is a significant challenge for Distribution
Network Operators (DNOs).
DNOs must ensure they are addressing an active need on the network, have
sufficient equipment coverage across regions as well as have clear visibility
of circuits where issues have lapsed, allowing equipment to be moved
to other circuits in need.
A lack of clear insights about equipment usage and location can often result
in ineffective deployment of equipment – in turn limiting productivity and
reducing returns on capital investment.
Developed with productivity in mind, Kelvatek’s Equipment Manager
application helps DNOs realise the full potential of their LV equipment
– and helps boost effective fleet size by more than 15%.
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01 • Equipment Manager • Core Components

C OR E C O MPON EN TS

Equipment Manager Mobile Application
Equipment Manager Mobile Application manages and tracks the location
of Kelvatek LV fault devices as well as third party field equipment. It enables
operators to transfer items between users, drop off and pick up items from
different regions, colleagues or sites and search for equipment based
on locality or specific needs. These interactions are fully reportable
and auditable as back office functions.
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01 • Equipment Manager • Core Components

Equipment Manager Web
 quipment Manager Web generates a summary and drill-down reports showing
E
the location of equipment by region. This enables identification of missing
equipment and provides auditing of device usage for compliance purposes.

Equipment Manager Server
Equipment Manager Server provides integration, data processing
and storage functions for the other software components.
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02 • Equipment Manager • Key Benefits

I NC R E A SED VALUE OF LV EQUI P M EN T

Boosts effective fleet size by more than 15%, enabling DNOs to realise greater
year on year financial benefits.

I NC R E A SED PRODUCTIVI TY

Maximises the benefits of restoring with reclosing equipment. This minimises
unnecessary travel and communication, optimising use of limited field
engineering resource.

P RO M O T I ON OF BES T PR ACTI CE

Easy to follow processes and in-built validation assists staff in the deployment
of LV equipment.
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02 • Equipment Manager • Key Benefits

M INI M I SED LOS T EQUIP M EN T

Simplifies auditing and inventories, providing a detailed log of where
equipment is, where it has been and who has had it on their van.

H I G H U SER ADOPTION

Easy to use solution, with minimal staff training required.

T R A C K S THIRD PARTY EQUI P M EN T

Communicates with other IT systems to allow tracking of all
transferrable field equipment.
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03 • Equipment Manager • Key Capabilities • Seamless Integration with SAPIENT

K E Y C A PABILITIES

•O
 pen, agile architecture simplifies integration with existing asset
management systems and enrolment of third-party devices
 ninstall Kelvatek devices and take ownership at the touch of a button,
•U
removing the need to use Gateway
 asy to follow auditing, tracking and validation to highlight device
•E
ownership process anomalies and detailed logs of device inventories
• Map-based equipment tracking app confirms what devices are deployed,
where they are deployed, if they are installed on active circuits and
if they are in stores.
• Single sign-on capability for streamlined user experience
• Mobile application available for Android and iOS

S EA M LE SS IN TEGRATION W I TH SAP I EN T
Equipment Manager integrates with Kelvatek’s Sapient offering and range
of smart, connected LV devices.
The easy-to-use application takes data from Sapient and real-time availability
of equipment, highlighting if a device is deployed on an active or dormant circuit.
These valuable insights allow engineers to see what equipment is available in their
local area and redeploy devices to other circuits as needed. Equipment Manager
also provides detailed logs of device ownership and usage history, enabling remote
management of equipment and supporting policy compliance.
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04 • Contact Details

C O NTA CT DETAILS

Head Office

+44 (0)28 9262 6989

Kelvatek

support@kelvatek.com

31 Ferguson Drive
Knockmore Hill Industrial Park
Lisburn BT28 2EX
Northern Ireland

Nuneaton
Kelvatek
Unit 7
St Davids Way
Nuneaton CV10 7SD
United Kingdom
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kelvatek.com
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Whilst every effort has been made to ensure that the information given is accurate, Kelvatek
reserve the right to change any of the details or specifications in this document without prior
notice and disclaims liability for any editorial, pictorial or typographical errors.

